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Abstract

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) requires the determination of an optimal set of routes for a set of vehicles to serve a set of customers. We deal here with the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) where there is a maximum weight or volume that each vehicle can load. We developed an Ant Colony algorithm (ACO) for the CVRP based on the metaheuristic technique introduced by Colomi, Dorigo and Maniezzo. We present preliminary results that show that ant algorithms are competitive with other metaheuristics for solving CVRP.
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1 Introduction

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) requires the determination of an optimal set of routes for a set of vehicles to serve a set of customers. The problem as it appears on real life may have several classes of additional constraints, as limit on the capacity of the vehicles, time windows for the customer to be served, limits on the time a driver can work, limits on the lengths of the routes, etc.. The problem was first introduced by Dantzig and Ramser in 1959. Due to the intrinsic interest as difficult combinatorial optimization problem and to the economical importance of applications VRP has received a lot of attention and many algorithms both exact and heuristics have been
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developed since then to solve general problem and real world cases and so literature on the subject is very extensive. For a recent complete review on models and algorithms for VRP see [8]. There are also several commercial packages available designed to give good solutions for real world problems. We deal here with the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP), that is we have: a depot where vehicles start and end their routes, a set of clients and their demands, a set of vehicles with a maximum weight or volume that each one can load, and costs or distances between clients and between clients and the depot. We want to define routes for the vehicles starting and ending at the depot that satisfy the clients demand at a minimum total cost. As most VRP problems, CVRP is known to be NP-hard.

2 Ant Colony Algorithms

Ant colony algorithms are inspired on an analogy with real life behavior of a colony of ants when looking for food. In their search they mark the trails they are using by laying a substance called pheromone. The amount of pheromone in a path lets other ants to know if it is a promising path or not. This observation inspired Colorni, Dorigo and Maniezo [3] for proposing a metaheuristics technique: ants are procedures that build solutions to a optimization problem. According to how the solution space is explored some values are recorded in a similar way as pheromone acts, and objective values of solutions are associated with food sources. An important issue of this algorithms is parallelism: several solutions are built at the same time and they interchange information during the procedure and use information of previous iterations.

At each iteration of the basic Ant Colony method, each ant builds a solution of the problem step by step. At each step the ant makes a move in order to complete the actual partial solution choosing between elements of a set $A_k$ of expansion states, following a probability function. For each ant $k$ probability $P_k(i, j)$ of moving from present state $i$ to another state $j$ is calculated taking into account:

- attractiveness $\eta$ of the move according to the information of the problem.
- level $\tau$ of pheromone of the move that indicates how good the move was in the past.
- a $Tabu_k$ list of forbidden moves

In the ant algorithm original version formula for $P_k(i, j)$ is:

$$P_k(i, j) = \begin{cases} \frac{[\tau(i,j)^{\alpha}\eta(i,j)]^\beta}{\sum_{(i,z)\notin Tabu_k}[\tau(i,j)]^{\alpha}[\eta(i,j)]^{\beta}} & \text{if } (i, j) \notin Tabu_k \\ 0 & \text{if } (i, j) \in Tabu_k \end{cases}$$
where $\alpha, \beta$ are parameters that are used to establish the relative influence of $\eta$ versus $\tau$. After iteration $t$ is complete, that is when all the ants have completed their solutions, the pheromone levels are updated to:

$$\tau(i, j) = \varphi \tau(i, j) + \Delta \tau(i, j)$$

where $\varphi$ is a coefficient representing the level of pheromone persistence and $\Delta \tau(i, j)$ represents the contributions of all ants that chose move $(i, j)$ in their solution.

Successful ant algorithms have been developed for several combinatorial optimization problems.

3 An Ant Colony algorithm for CVRP

We resume here the main characteristics of our ACO algorithms for CVRP. We tried several alternatives for each component of the algorithm:

(i) **Routes building**: at each iteration of ACO each ant builds a solution for the CVRP, moving to next client (state in the general ACO scheme) according to transition rules based on a combination of the amount of pheromone at each arc and length of it (see (2) below). The role of Tabu list mentioned at previous section is taken here by a set of already visited neighbors, forbidden for the ant at current iteration. We implemented two versions of the order in which routes are determined:

- **Sequential**: each ant start its solution determining the route for the first vehicle till its capacity is complete. Then it continues with others vehicles till complete the solution. Each ant starts its solution from a different client.
- **Parallel**: each ant designs the route for all vehicles at the same time. At each iteration of the algorithm only one client is chosen, according to transition rule. Then best tour is extended.

(ii) **Transition rules**:

- **Random-Proportional rule**: a neighbor client is randomly chosen according to probability $P_k(i, j)$ calculated as described in section 2.
- **Pseudo-Random-Proportional rule**: this rule for choosing next client to visit combines random selection with best option. Let $q_0$ such that $0 \leq q_0 \leq 1$, we generate $q$ a random number in $[0,1]$, then next client $j$ is chosen according to:

$$j = \begin{cases} 
\max_{u \in \Gamma(i)} [\tau(i, u) ^ \alpha][\eta(i, u)] ^ \beta & \text{if } q \leq q_0 \ (\text{exploitation}) \\
J & \text{if } q > q_0 \ (\text{exploration})
\end{cases}$$

where $J$ is randomly selected according to $P_k(i, j)$.
Pheromone actualization: we tried the following alternatives that appear at the ant colony literature:

(a) **Global actualization**: Is done after each ACO iteration is completed.

- *All the solutions*: is the one proposed in the original version of the algorithm, where pheromone levels are actualized at each iteration after all ants complete their routes.
- *Elite Ants*: only ants that obtained the best solutions are take into account for the actualization:

\[
\tau(i, j) = \varphi \cdot \tau(i, j) + \sum_{\mu} \Delta \tau_{\mu} + \sigma \cdot \Delta \tau^*(i, j)
\]

where \(\varphi\) is the factor de pheromone persistence and \(\sigma\) is the number of elite ants,

\[
\Delta \tau_{\mu}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(\sigma - \mu)}{L_\mu} & \text{if } (i, j) \text{ is part of a solution of the } \mu\text{-best ant} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(L_\mu\) is the solution of the \(\mu\)-best ant, and

\[
\Delta \tau^*(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{L^*} & \text{if } (i, j) \text{ is part of the best solution} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(L^*\) is the value of best solution.
- *Best solution*: pheromone is updated using only information of best solution of the previous iteration.

(b) **Local actualization**: It is done each time an ant moves from one client \(i\) to the next \(j\) to decrease the amount of pheromone of an used edge \((i,j)\), in order to diversify solutions obtained by the ants.

\[
\tau(i, j) = \varphi \cdot \tau(i, j) + (1 - \varphi) \Delta \tau(i, j)
\]

Several ways to determine \(\Delta \tau(i, j)\) where tested:
- *Q-learning*: inspired in Q-learning, a method for automatic learning, we define:

\[
\Delta \tau_k(i, j) = \gamma \cdot \max_{z \in \Gamma(j)} \tau(j, z) \quad (0 \leq \gamma < 0)
\]

- *Initial pheromone*: we use \(\Delta \tau(i, j) = \tau_0\) where \(\tau_0\) is the initial pheromone level.
- *Proportional to distance*: \(\Delta \tau(i, j) = \frac{\tau_0}{d(i, j)}\)
- *Evaporation*: \(\Delta \tau(i, j) = 0\), that is \(\tau(i, j) = \varphi \cdot \tau(i, j)\)

(iv) **Reduced neighbor list**: when the problem is too big to explore all the potential moves of the ant, a reduced list of best candidates is used.

(v) **Improving heuristics** are used to modify ant solutions after each iteration. Details of the several simple and multiple interchange procedures
implemented, based on original ideas of [4] and [6], can be read at [5].

(vi) **Stopping rules**: ACO procedure stops when there is not improvement on the solution after several iterations or when \( n_{max} \) number of iterations is reached.

4 Computational results

We first carried on an extensive set of experiments that we can not present here because of lack of space. We used a set of problems to decide which options of implementation and parameters and combinations of them worked better (see detailed report at [5]). Some of the conclusions showed are:

- parallel building of the routes behave better than sequential.
- using best solution global updating was the best between all the global updates ideas already mentioned.
- use of local pheromone updating did not improve quality of solutions.
- use of improvement heuristics derived in significantly better final results.
- use of reduced (25\%) candidate lists and of a smaller number of randomly located ants than clients, showed to diminished significantly running times.

Then we used our version of ACO with parallel vehicle assignation, without candidate lists, with improvement heuristics (3 cycles in each iteration) to compare it with other heuristics on the literature, in a different set of problems. Data of the problems, bounds, optimal solution, etc., where taken from [8] and from http://www.branchandcut.org/VRP/data. The algorithm obtained the optimum value for all the problems we run of less than 50 clients. For some bigger problems results are shown on next table where: E-n51-k5 means a problem with 50 clients and 5 vehicles and Cl.Wr(1) refers to Clarke and Wright Savings Algorithm, parallel version [2], Cl.Wr.3-Opt(2) to Clarke and Wright, 3-opt, FI version, Sim(4) to Simulated Annealing by Osman [7], Tabu(4) to Tabu Search by Osman [7], and ACO is the algorithm we developed. As ACO is a probabilistic algorithm results can vary a from a run to another. Here results of our algorithm correspond to the best value of only two or three runs. We found very few references of Ant Colony systems for the VRP. We only got results to compare with some few cases of [1]. Our algorithm obtained better solutions in some of the problems as in E-n51-k5 and slightly worse in others. Description of algorithm in [1] is not completely detailed but some differences we can see with ours are that they use different formula for \( \eta \) and only 2-opt improving heuristics.
5 Conclusions

Preliminary results obtained show that performance of our ACO is very good in problems up to 50 nodes, and promising in bigger ones. Future work includes improvement on the implementation, in order to obtain better solutions for medium to big problems and better running times.
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